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A binary matrix

1 ⇒ presence of species

0 ⇒ absence of species

Row ⇒ a different species of finch

Column ⇒ a different island in the Galápagos. 
 

 

 

The ecologists’ question: How species distribute themselves across 
different islands?

Co-occurrence matrix: helps ecologists understand how species distribute themselves across 
different islands. This distribution can reveal patterns of colonization, extinction, and competition 
among species.



Checkerboards
Checkerboards: 

A pair of species that never occur together on an 
island. ⇒ A pair of rows with product zero.

Checkerboard Unit: 2 x 2 matrix of the form

Larger total number of checkerboard units ⇒ Higher degree of competition

Ex: species J and K, and islands 4 and 14.

Ex: 10 checkerboards, 333 checkerboard units, out of 



The ecologists’ question: how likely is it that a random 13 × 17 matrix of 0s and 
1s will have at least ten checkerboards?

Intuition: list all the matrices, then find the proportion of having >10 checkerboards.

Unavailable: there are more than 6.71 x 1016      

Solution: generate random matrices uniformly ⇒ assign equal probabilities to all 
the matrices, then utilize the law of large numbers to estimate the probability.



Markov Chain Monte Carlo

Goal: generate random samples from a probability distribution where direct sampling is 
difficult.

Markov Chain Property: reach a desired distribution as the number of steps increases.

In this paper: 

● Use MCMC to generate random matrices with fixed row and column totals.
● Help scientists figure out if the distribution of species happens by chance or is influenced 

by specific ecological rules and interactions.



Markov Chain Monte Carlo Simulation

1. Constructs an ergodic Markov chain 
whose limiting distribution is π.

2. Run the chain long enough for the 
chain to converge to its limiting 
distribution.

3. Strong Law of Large Number: 
limiting properties of ergodic Markov 
chains have some similarities to i.i.d. 
Sequences. Let’s see.



Strong Law of Large Number



Strong Law of Large Number for Markov Chains

Back to our example.



Markov Chain Monte Carlo Simulation

1. Constructs an ergodic Markov chain 
whose limiting distribution is π.

2. Run the chain long enough for the 
chain to converge to its limiting 
distribution.

3. Strong Law of Large Number: 



Problem 

What algorithm should we use to generate random matrices?

Ecologist used the 2 x 2 swap



2 x 2 swap

Suppose we have matrices A(r,c) where r = (3,2,1) and c = (2,2,1,1)
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𝜋 is not uniform ⇒ 
matrices generated by 
the 2 x 2 swap 
algorithm has bias 

2 x 2 swap

How to solve this 
problem?



2 x 2 swap hold



Metropolized 2 x 2 swap

This algorithm is faster than the 
previous 2 x 2 swap hold 
algorithm.

di < dj: α = di/dj, u > α, remain at ai

di > dj: α = 1, u ≤ α = 1, move from ai to aj



Conclusion

The ecologists’ question: how likely is it that a random 13 × 17 matrix of 0s and 
1s will have at least ten checkerboards?

The chance that a random matrix has at least ten checkerboards is only 0.03. The 
distribution of finch species among the Galapagos shows evidence of 
competition.

MCMC


